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ORIGINAL RESEARCH

Deep Phenotyping by Mass Cytometry and 
Single-Cell RNA-Sequencing Reveals LYN-
Regulated Signaling Profiles Underlying 
Monocyte Subset Heterogeneity and Lifespan
Morgan E. Roberts,* Maunish Barvalia,* Jessica A.F.D. Silva, Rachel A. Cederberg, William Chu, Amanda Wong, Daven C. Tai,  
Sam Chen, Israel Matos, John J. Priatel, Pieter R. Cullis, Kenneth W. Harder

RATIONALE: Monocytes are key effectors of the mononuclear phagocyte system, playing critical roles in regulating tissue homeostasis 
and coordinating inflammatory reactions, including those involved in chronic inflammatory diseases such as atherosclerosis. 
Monocytes have traditionally been divided into 2 major subsets termed conventional monocytes and patrolling monocytes (pMo) 
but recent systems immunology approaches have identified marked heterogeneity within these cells, and much of what regulates 
monocyte population homeostasis remains unknown. We and others have previously identified LYN tyrosine kinase as a key negative 
regulator of myeloid cell biology; however, LYN’s role in regulating specific monocyte subset homeostasis has not been investigated.

OBJECTIVE: We sought to comprehensively profile monocytes to elucidate the underlying heterogeneity within monocytes 
and dissect how Lyn deficiency affects monocyte subset composition, signaling, and gene expression. We further tested the 
biological significance of these findings in a model of atherosclerosis.

METHODS AND RESULTS: Mass cytometric analysis of monocyte subsets and signaling pathway activation patterns in conventional 
monocytes and pMos revealed distinct baseline signaling profiles and far greater heterogeneity than previously described. Lyn 
deficiency led to a selective expansion of pMos and alterations in specific signaling pathways within these cells, revealing a 
critical role for LYN in pMo physiology. LYN’s role in regulating pMos was cell-intrinsic and correlated with an increased circulating 
half-life of Lyn-deficient pMos. Furthermore, single-cell RNA sequencing revealed marked perturbations in the gene expression 
profiles of Lyn−/− monocytes with upregulation of genes involved in pMo development, survival, and function. Lyn deficiency also 
led to a significant increase in aorta-associated pMos and protected Ldlr−/− mice from high-fat diet–induced atherosclerosis.

CONCLUSIONS: Together our data identify LYN as a key regulator of pMo development and a potential therapeutic target in 
inflammatory diseases regulated by pMos.

VISUAL OVERVIEW: An online visual overview is available for this article.
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Monocytes are important members of the mono-
nuclear phagocyte system that contribute to tis-
sue homeostasis, inflammation, and resolution 

of inflammatory responses.1,2 They are predominantly 

circulatory cells comprising ≈10% of murine blood leuko-
cytes but also residing in bone marrow (BM) and spleen.3–5 
Monocytes are heterogeneous, but can be identified by 
expression of CD11b and CSF-1R (colony-stimulating 
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factor-1 receptor; CD115). Murine monocytes are gen-
erally classified into 2 main subsets, conventional mono-
cytes (cMo) which express Ly6C (lymphocyte antigen 
6 complex, locus C), and nonconventional or patrolling 
monocytes (pMo) which lack Ly6C expression.6 cMos 
are also distinguished based on expression of CD62L 
(L-selectin) and CCR2 (C-C chemokine receptor type 2), 
whereas pMos lack these markers and express CD43, 
CD11c, CD274, and FcγRIV (low-affinity immunoglobulin 
gamma Fc region receptor IV).7–9 Recent transcriptomic, 
epigenomic, and fate-mapping studies have refined the 
developmental trajectory of monocytes, supporting the 

notion that cMos are the obligate precursors of pMos 
that gradually transition into pMos via a Ly6CintFcγRIVint 
population termed intermediate monocytes (intMo).5,10–12 
Hence, monocytes are a heterogeneous group of cells 
broadly categorized into cMos, pMos, and intMos. Human 
equivalents have been identified and can be distin-
guished by differential expression CD14 and CD16, with 
cMos being CD14hiCD16−, intMos being CD14hiCD16+ 
and pMos being CD14loCD16+.13,14

All 3 monocyte subsets can extravasate into tissues 
during infection or inflammation where they can dif-
ferentiate into a variety of effector cells with inflamma-
tory and antigen presentation capabilities depending on 
environmental cues.2,6,7,10,15–19 Steady-state pMos patrol 
the vasculature where they scavenge particles such as 
lipoproteins, protein aggregates, and necrotic cells, and 
survey and maintain endothelial integrity.14,20–22 As such, 
pMos may play a role in preventing diseases such as ath-
erosclerosis23,24 and Alzheimer disease.21 There is also 
evidence that pMos antagonize tumour metastasis to the 
lung.25–27 However, a pathogenic role for pMos has been 
suggested in arthritis28 and systemic lupus erythemato-
sus,29–31 and pMos have been implicated in resistance to 
anti-VEGFR2 (vascular endothelial growth factor recep-
tor 2) therapy in colorectal cancer.32

Little is known about how pMo development and 
homeostasis are regulated; however, the transcription 
factors NR4A1 (nuclear receptor subfamily 4 group A 
member 1; Nur77) and C/EBPβ (CCAAT enhancer-
binding protein beta) were identified as master regulators 
of pMo differentiation and survival.8,11,12,33 Further studies 

Nonstandard Abbreviations and Acronyms

BM bone marrow
BM-Mo bone marrow-derived monocyte
cMo conventional monocyte
cMoP common monocyte progenitor
CSF-1R  colony-stimulating factor-1 receptor, 

CD115
CyTOF mass cytometry
intMo intermediate monocyte
pMo patrolling monocyte
pTyr phospho tyrosine
oxLDL oxidized low-density lipoprotein
SFK Src family of tyrosine kinases
wt wildtype

Novelty and Significance

What Is Known?
• Monocytes are divided into 2 major subsets, conven-

tional/classical monocytes and patrolling/nonclassical 
monocytes (pMos), which have distinct functions.

• LYN is a key regulator of myeloid cells, playing dual, 
activating, and inhibitory roles.

What New Information Does This Article  
Contribute?
• Identifies marked heterogeneity within monocytes with 

respect to surface marker expression and baseline sig-
naling profiles.

• Establishes that within monocytes, LYN is a key regula-
tor of pMos signaling and lifespan.

• Demonstrates that Lyn deficiency confers protection 
from high-fat diet–induced atherosclerosis.

Monocytes are comprised of 2 major subsets; con-
ventional/classical monocytes extravasate into tissues 
and are precursors of some macrophages, whereas 

pMos remain in the vasculature and play a crucial role 
in maintaining the vascular integrity of the endothe-
lium. LYN is a Src-family tyrosine kinase which acts as 
a dual, context dependent positive or negative regula-
tor in various myeloid cells; however, LYN’s precise role 
in monocyte subsets is not known. Here, we show that 
within monocytes, LYN selectively acts as a negative 
regulator of pMos. Lyn deficiency causes an expansion 
of pMos in circulation and further increases their lifes-
pan. Using systems immunology approaches such as 
mass cytometry and single cell RNA-sequencing we 
show that Lyn deficiency causes marked changes to 
the surface marker expression and signaling profiles 
of monocytes, and an expansion of specific clusters of 
pMos, and increases the expression of genes crucial in 
pMo development. Lastly, with Lyn deficiency, we also 
see a selective expansion of aorta-associated pMos 
and diminished high-fat diet–induced atherosclerosis.
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identified CX3CR1 (C-X3-C motif chemokine receptor 
1) as a pMo survival factor,34 and sphingosine-1-phos-
phate receptor signaling is required for pMo egress from 
BM and spleen.35,36 The circulating lifespan of pMos can 
also be dynamically regulated, in part through CSF-1R 
signaling.5,33 Alterations in monocyte homeostasis can 
impact proinflammatory responses as well as the reso-
lution of inflammation and tissue repair. Monocytes are 
particularly important in the development and progres-
sion of atherosclerosis, a chronic inflammatory disease 
resulting from altered lipid metabolism and inappropriate 
vessel immune responses.37–39 Although the role of pMos 
in atherosclerosis is still poorly defined, pMos can take up 
oxidized lipoproteins,40 and pMo-deficient Nr4a1−/− mice 
develop exacerbated atherosclerosis,23,24 suggesting a 
protective role for these cells. Given the importance of 
monocytes in cardiovascular and other chronic inflamma-
tory diseases, it is critical to better understand the factors 
that regulate their homeostasis and functions.

LYN (Lck/yes novel tyrosine kinase) is a member of 
the Src family of tyrosine kinases (SFK) that is expressed 
throughout the hematopoietic system, except T cells 
and some innate lymphoid cells,41,42 and in nonhemato-
poietic cells such as epithelial cells.43–45 In mononuclear 
phagocytes, LYN is an important negative regulator of 
signaling downstream of receptors involved in cell sur-
vival, proliferation, and adhesion.46 We have previously 
shown that Lyn deficiency results in an age-dependent 
expansion of myeloid cells, including monocytes, that 
leads to the development of myeloproliferative dis-
ease.47 This includes increased myeloid cells in blood, 
BM, and spleen and an increase in myeloid progenitors 
in spleens of aged Lyn−/− mice.47–49

Although LYN is known to be a critical regulator of 
mononuclear phagocyte development and function, much 
of the work was done before the identification of biologi-
cally distinct monocyte subsets; therefore, LYN’s role in 
monocyte subsets has not been explored. Here, we show 
that LYN is a key regulator of monocyte subset develop-
ment and circulating lifespan. Loss of LYN resulted in 
pMo accumulation with age, which was independent of 
the adaptive immune system. LYN’s ability to regulate 
pMo populations was cell-intrinsic and not due to accu-
mulation of BM progenitors but correlated with increased 
splenic monocyte progenitors. Loss of LYN resulted in 
increased BM-derived monocyte survival in vitro and 
increased circulating pMo half-life in vivo. Interrogation of 
monocyte subset composition and signaling at high res-
olution using mass cytometry (CyTOF) revealed distinct 
monocyte subsets and signal transduction pathway pat-
terns underlying cMo and pMo heterogeneity, with loss 
of LYN associated with failure to establish normal levels 
of tyrosine phosphorylation and other signaling patterns 
associated with development of pMos from cMos. Using 
single-cell RNA-sequencing, we comprehensively pro-
filed the transcriptomic landscape of wildtype (wt) and 

Lyn-deficient monocytes. We found an upregulation of 
various pMo defining genes in Lyn-deficient cMos and 
pMos compared with their wt counterparts. Finally, Lyn 
deficiency in innate immune cells was associated with 
diminished atherosclerosis correlating with increased cir-
culatory and vessel-associated pMos. Thus, we show that 
LYN is a key regulator of monocyte subset composition 
and signaling pathways governing pMo number and lifes-
pan, and that distinct signaling profiles distinguish cMos 
and pMos.

METHODS
Materials and methods are included in the Data Supplement.

The monocyte single cell RNA-seq data is deposited 
in NCBI GEO and can be accessed using the accession id: 
GSE146216, and the R analysis script from the Github reposi-
tory of Maunish Barvalia at https://github.com/maunishb/
harder_lab_analysis. All the other data and materials that sup-
port the findings of this study are available from the corre-
sponding author upon reasonable request.

RESULTS
LYN Negatively Regulates pMo Populations
To identify novel roles for LYN as a regulator of the 
immune system, we compared steady-state differences 
in wt and Lyn−/− mouse blood leukocytes by CyTOF using 
a panel of 37 antibodies (Table I in the Data Supple-
ment). A t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding 
algorithm and its visualization tool was used for dimen-
sionality reduction and clustering.50 This systems-level 
assessment of blood cell composition confirmed previous 
studies showing significantly decreased B cell frequency, 
especially mature and CD150+ B cells, and increased 
total monocytes in Lyn−/− mice (Figure 1A).46–48,51 Mono-
cytes clustered into 4 subsets: cMos, pMos, and 2 intMos 
clusters that differed in MHCII (major histocompatibility 
complex class II) expression (Figure 1B). The frequen-
cies of all monocyte subsets within total white blood cells 
were increased in Lyn−/− mice, with pMos showing the 
greatest increase (Figure 1A).

We next used flow cytometry to further investigate 
LYN’s role in regulating steady-state monocyte popula-
tions. Given the age-dependent development of myelo-
proliferative disease in Lyn−/− mice,46–48 we examined the 
monocyte compartment of young (8–10 weeks) and 
aged (26–30 weeks) wt and Lyn−/− mice. Blood, BM, and 
spleen were harvested from naïve mice, and monocyte 
subsets were identified based on expression of CD11b, 
CD115, Ly6C, CD62L, and CD11c (Figure IA in the Data 
Supplement). Both young and aged Lyn−/− mice had a 
significantly increased frequency (≈2-fold and 4-fold) 
and number (≈1.5-fold and 3-fold) of total blood mono-
cytes compared with wt mice, which increased with age 
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Figure 1. LYN regulates circulating patrolling monocyte numbers.
A and B, Blood was collected from naive Lyn+/+ (n=5, pooled) and Lyn−/− (n=5, pooled) mice and cells and analyzed by mass cytometry (CyTOF) 
using a panel of 37 antibodies. A, t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding algorithm (t-SNE) analysis was performed on CD45+ cells and 
the indicated immune cell subsets were identified by manual gating. Black dotted line indicates B cell subsets and red dotted line indicates 
monocyte subsets. Log2 normalized relative frequency (% white blood cell [WBC]) was used to generate the heatmap. B, viSNE plots are colored 
according to the expression of the indicated markers. C, Blood was collected from young (8–10 wk) and aged (26–30 wk) naïve Lyn+/+ and 
Lyn−/− mice, and monocyte populations were assessed by flow cytometry. Top, Frequency of monocytes (as % WBC) and monocyte subsets (as 
% of total monocytes) are shown. Bottom, Numbers of total blood monocytes, conventional monocytes (cMo), and patrolling monocytes (pMo) 
are enumerated. D, Spleen weights from the mice are shown. Representative data from at least 3-independent experiments are shown, n=4–5/
group. Statistical significance was assessed using an unpaired Student t test. Data are mean±SEM. cDC indicates conventional dendritic cell; 
FcgRIV, low-affinity immunoglobulin gamma Fc region receptor IV; MHC II, major histocompatibility complex class II; NK, natural killer; and pDC, 
plasmacytoid dendritic cell. 
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(Figure 1C). This was independent of overt myelopro-
liferative disease as it occurred before development of 
splenomegaly in Lyn−/− mice (Figure 1D). Lyn−/− mice also 
exhibited an increased frequency of monocytes in BM 
and spleen (Figure IB and IC in the Data Supplement) 
and increased total number of monocytes in spleen that 
was significantly higher in aged mice (Figure IE in the 
Data Supplement).

The monocyte compartment was skewed towards 
pMos in Lyn−/− mice in all tissues examined, with an 
increased frequency of pMos and decreased frequency 
of cMos within total monocytes (Figure 1C and Fig-
ure IB and IC in the Data Supplement). Analysis of cell 
numbers indicated that loss of LYN did not impact cMo 
populations (Figure 1C and Figure ID and IE in the Data 
Supplement). Instead, Lyn deficiency resulted in sig-
nificant expansion of pMos in blood, BM, and spleen, 
in young and aged Lyn−/− mice. Importantly, LYN’s role 
in regulating pMos was independent of the adaptive 
immune system, as Lyn deficiency in Rag1−/− mice, which 
lack mature T and B cells52 (Figure IIA in the Data Sup-
plement), led to a significant increase in pMos in blood, 

BM, and spleen with no effect on cMo numbers (Fig-
ure II in the Data Supplement). Since a more moder-
ate decrease in Lyn activity may have more relevance 
to human disease, we assessed the effect of loss of a 
single Lyn allele (Lyn+/−) on monocyte populations. Lyn+/− 
mice had an increase in frequency and number of pMos 
in blood but not BM compared with wt controls (Figure 
III in the Data Supplement).

We next questioned whether the monocyte expansion 
in Lyn−/− mice could be traced back to alterations in spe-
cific myeloid progenitor cell populations. BM from young 
(8–10 weeks) and aged (26–30 weeks) wt and Lyn−/− 
mice was harvested and numbers of myeloid progeni-
tors, macrophage dendritic cell progenitor, and common 
monocyte progenitors (cMoP) were quantified. No signif-
icant differences between wt or Lyn−/− mice in either age 
group were observed (Figure 2A through 2C). We also 
found no significant difference in common dendritic cell 
progenitors (Figure 2C). Harder et al,47 previously identi-
fied an increase in CSF-1 responsive progenitor cells in 
the spleens of Lyn−/− mice. Consistent with this, a signifi-
cant increase (≈4-fold) in number of cMoPs was found 

Figure 2. Lyn−/− mice have increased numbers of splenic but not bone marrow (BM) monocyte progenitor cells.
A–C, BM and (D–E) spleen were collected from young (8–10 wk) and aged (26–30 wk) naïve Lyn+/+ and Lyn−/− mice, and progenitor cell 
populations were assessed by flow cytometry. A, D, and E, Common monocyte progenitors (cMoP) were identified as lineage− (CD3, CD19, 
NK1.1, Ly6G) Flt3−CD115+CD117+CD11b−Ly6C+. B and C, Macrophage dendritic cell progenitors (MDP), common DC progenitors (CDP), 
and myeloid progenitors (MP) were identified as lineage− (CD3, CD19, NK1.1, Ly6G, CD11b, CD11c, MHC II, Ter119, CD127) Flt3+ and were 
distinguished as CD117+CD115+, CD117−CD115+, CD117+CD115−, respectively. A, B, and D,) Representative plots are shown to demonstrate 
gating strategy. C and E, Graphs showing total number of indicated progenitor cells per femur or spleen. A–C, For MDPs, CDPs, and MPs data 
from a representative of at least 3 independent experiments are shown, n=4–5/group. For cMoPs, data from a representative of 2 independent 
experiments is shown, n=4–5/group. D–E, Data from an independent experiment is shown, n=4–5/group. Statistical significance was assessed 
using an unpaired Student t test. Data are mean±SEM.
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in spleens of Lyn−/− mice that increased significantly with 
age (Figure 2D and 2E).

To investigate the consequence of increased LYN 
activity on the monocyte lineage we analyzed LYN gain-
of-function (Lynup) mutant mice.47 Interestingly, increased 
LYN activity led to an overall increase in the frequency of 
monocytes in spleen and BM, as compared with wt mice. 
However, the frequency of cMos within total monocytes 
increased, while the frequency pMos decreased, in blood 
and BM of Lynup mice (Figure IVA in the Data Supple-
ment). There was also a decrease in the ratio of pMo/
cMo in blood and BM (Figure IVB in the Data Supple-
ment), resulting from a modest decrease in pMo num-
bers in blood and an increase in cMo in BM (Figure IVC 
and IVD in the Data Supplement). Therefore, although 
loss of LYN resulted in increased pMos, the reverse was 
not found in Lynup mice, yet the overall ratio of pMo/cMo 
was decreased in Lynup mice.

Lyn Deficiency Impacts Monocyte Subset 
Composition, Surface Marker Expression, and 
Signaling
To better characterize monocyte populations and under-
stand how LYN controls monocyte development, we 
assessed baseline signaling status of circulating mono-
cyte populations within wt and Lyn−/− mice. To facilitate 
capture of steady-state signaling and monocyte subset 
identification, a panel of antibodies targeting cell sur-
face proteins was selected based on capacity to retain 
binding/specificity following rapid fixation and RBC 
lysis. CyTOF was performed using these and phospho-
specific antibodies targeting intracellular signaling pro-
teins (Table II in the Data Supplement). To investigate 
whether LYN is a key regulator of pMos in general, or 
if its influence is restricted to a particular phenotypic 
subset, an Automatic Classification of Cellular Expres-
sion by Nonlinear Stochastic Embedding (ACCENSE) 
analysis53 was performed on monocytes from wt and 
Lyn−/− mice. ACCENSE identified 20 distinct monocyte 
clusters, each with unique surface marker expression 
patterns, of which eleven had a pMo subset phenotype 
(clusters 2, 5, 6, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20), 6 a 
cMo phenotype (clusters 1, 7, 9, 10, 13, and 14), and 3 
an intMo phenotype (clusters 3, 4, and 8; Figure 3A and 
3B). Substantial differences in surface and phosphopro-
tein staining patterns were observed in wt cMos com-
pared with pMos (eg, Ly6C, CD62L, pSTAT3 [cMos] and 
CD43, CD274, tyrosine phosphorylation [pTyr; pMos]). All 
cMos expressed Ly6C, whereas CD16/32, CD64 and 
CD62L were differentially expressed by cMo clusters. 
All pMo clusters expressed CD43 and FcγRIV to varying 
degrees, but differentially expressed CD274 (PD-L1), 
CD11c and  Sca-1 (stem cell antigen 1, Ly6A). Hence, 
cMos and pMos have distinct surface marker expression 

patterns with marked heterogeneity within the 2 main 
populations.

Analysis of signaling with phospho-specific anti-
bodies identified significant differences in baseline 
signaling status of pMos compared with cMos clusters 
(Figure 3B). pMos exhibited higher levels of pTyr, pS6 
and pSTAT1 (phospho-signal transducer and activator 
of transcription 1) but lower levels of pSTAT3, pp38, 
IκBα (NFκB inhibitor alpha), pERK1/2 (phospho-extra-
cellular–related kinase 1/2), and pSTAT5 compared 
with cMos. Additionally, there were subtle differences in 
signaling patterns between various cMo and pMo clus-
ters (Figure 3B). The MHC II+ intMos (cluster 3) had a 
signaling signature resembling cMos rather than pMos. 
Indeed, ACCENSE analysis using just phosphoprotein 
markers to cluster monocytes clearly separated cMos 
and pMos subsets in t-distributed stochastic neighbor 
embedding space (Figure V in the Data Supplement).

Increased frequencies of various pMo clusters and 
a corresponding decrease in frequency of various cMo 
clusters (of total monocytes) was observed in Lyn−/− mice 
(Figure 3C and 3D). Loss of LYN did not lead to expan-
sion of a particular subset of pMos but instead led to a 
general increase in various pMo clusters, with the most 
pronounced increase in CD274+ pMos (clusters 16, 17, 
18, and 20) compared with other pMo clusters (Fig-
ure 3C through 3G).

Loss of LYN was associated with increased CD115 
(CSF-1R) expression and decreased CD43 expres-
sion on most monocyte clusters (Figure 3E). Lyn defi-
ciency also dramatically impacted the signaling profile 
of monocytes, with the greatest difference observed in 
pMos. pTyr was significantly diminished in 8 of the 11 
pMo clusters, and pSTAT1 levels were reduced in 6 of 
the pMo clusters. Wt pMos typically exhibited a higher 
pSTAT1 signal compared with wt cMos, but interestingly, 
this trend was reversed in the context of Lyn deficiency 
(Figure 3E). Together, these data identify LYN as an 
important negative regulator of a heterogeneous popula-
tion of pMos and demonstrates that LYN governs select 
signaling pathways within these cells.

Lyn Deficiency Causes Marked Perturbations 
Within the Transcriptomes of Monocytes
After investigating monocyte populations and signaling 
profiles in Lyn−/− mice, we were interested in understand-
ing how LYN deficiency impacts monocyte gene expres-
sion. As we had observed marked heterogeneity within 
monocytes by CyTOF, we performed single cell RNA-
sequencing on blood leukocytes from wt and Lyn−/− mice. 
Various myeloid and lymphoid immune cell subsets were 
identified in the blood of wt and Lyn−/− mice (Figure 4A 
and Table III.2 in the Data Supplement). Monocytes were 
identified based on their co-expression of Csf1r (CD115) 
and Itgam (CD11b), cMos selectively expressed Ly6c2 
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Figure 3. LYN modulates monocyte composition, surface marker expression, and signaling.
Blood from Lyn+/+ (n=5) and Lyn−/− (n=5) mice was collected into RBC lysis/fixation buffer, and cells were analyzed by mass cytometry (CyTOF). 
A, Automatic Classification of Cellular Expression by Nonlinear Stochastic Embedding (ACCENSE) analysis was performed on Lyn+/+ and 
Lyn−/− monocytes, with Lyn+/+ monocyte heterogeneity depicted as 20 clusters (sig factor P=10−11). Smaller plots are colored according to signal 
intensity of the indicated markers. B, Relevant surface markers were used for clustering monocyte subsets using the Manhattan distance and 
average linkage method. (Continued )
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(Ly6C) and pMos selectively expressed Spn (CD43) and 
Fcgr4 (FcɣRIV; Figure 4B). Consistent with our previous 
findings, there was an increase in circulating pMo abun-
dance within Lyn−/− monocytes (Figure 4C).

We first sought to identify differentially expressed 
genes between wt cMos and wt pMos. More than 400 
genes were differentially expressed between wt cMos 
and pMos (Figure 4D and Table III.3 in the Data Sup-
plement). Consistent with previous work, we observed 
an upregulation of the transcription factors, Nr4a1, 
Cebpb, Klf4, and Pou2f2 and the downregulation of 
Fos and Irf7 in wt pMos compared with wt cMos.12,14 
Various negative regulators of apoptosis, such as the 
Bcl2 family members, were upregulated in pMos com-
pared with cMos, consistent with their longer half-life.5 
pMos also upregulated the surface markers Cd36, Cd9, 
Fcgr4, and Spn and downregulated Ccr2 and Ly6c2 
(Figure 4D and 4E).

After identifying the differentially expressed genes 
between the 2 major monocyte subsets in wt mice, we 
next analyzed transcriptomic changes in wt and Lyn−/− 
pMos (Table III.4 in the Data Supplement). Here, we 
observed that Lyn−/− pMos upregulated various genes 
encoding transcription factors compared with wt pMos, 
including Fos, Jun, Junb, Nfat5, and Id2, as well as Nr4a1, 
a critical transcription factor in pMos8,20 (Figure 4F). Inter-
estingly, no transcription factors were significantly down-
regulated in Lyn−/− pMos compared with wt. Additionally, 
a number of downstream targets of C/EBPβ, a key pMo 
transcription factor,11 including Clec4e,54 S100a8,55 and 
Pim156 were upregulated in Lyn−/− pMos compared with 
wt. Heat shock family members, such as Hspa1a, Hspa1b, 
Hsp90aa1, and Hsp90ab1, were also upregulated in Lyn−/− 
pMos compared with wt pMos, as were other regulators of 
apoptosis such as Pim1, Cdkn1a, and Cdkn1b. Lyn−/− pMos 
also exhibited higher expression of genes associated 
with innate immunity including, Cd9, Il1b, and S100 family 
members S100a8, S100a9, and S100a11 (Figure 4F and 
4H).

As cMos are the obligate precursors of pMos,5,11,12 
we next looked at the genes differentially expressed in 
wt and Lyn−/− cMos (Table III.5 in the Data Supplement). 
Nr4a1, Nr4a2, Fos, Jun, and Junb were expressed at 
higher levels in Lyn−/− cMos. Similar to the differen-
tially expressed genes between wt and Lyn−/− pMos, 
various negative regulators of apoptosis were also 

differentially expressed between wt and Lyn−/− cMos. 
Lastly, as was seen in pMos, Lyn−/− cMos had a higher 
expression of C/EBPβ regulated genes including 
Clec4e, S100a8, and Vcan56 compared with wt cMos 
(Figure 4G and 4I).

LYN-Mediated Regulation of pMos Is Cell-
Autonomous
We next questioned whether LYN was regulating mono-
cytes in a cell-autonomous fashion, or whether altered 
LYN activity in other immune cells or nonhematopoietic 
cells impacted monocyte homeostasis. To assess LYN 
protein expression in vivo, blood and BM were harvested 
from naïve wt and Lyn−/− mice, and expression of LYN in 
monocytes and their precursors was assessed by flow 
cytometry, using Lyn−/− cells as a negative staining con-
trol. LYN was expressed in pMos and cMos in blood and 
BM (Figure 5A), and in myeloid progenitors, macrophage 
dendritic cell progenitors, and cMoPs, and by dendritic 
cell restricted progenitors, common dendritic cell pro-
genitors (Figure 5B).

To determine whether LYN was playing a cell-intrinsic 
or extrinsic role in regulating monocyte development, we 
performed a series of experiments using BM-chimeras. 
First, CD45.1+ mice, which express wt LYN, were lethally 
irradiated and transplanted with a mixture of BM cells 
that were 50% wt (CD45.1+) and 50% either wt, Lyn−/−, 
or Lynup (CD45.2+). This resulted in chimeric mice with 
wt Lyn in nonhematopoietic cells and a mixture of wt 
(CD45.1+) and wt or Lyn mutant (CD45.2+) leukocytes 
(Figure VID in the Data Supplement). Mice transplanted 
with a mixture of wt CD45.2+ and wt CD45.1+ BM served 
as a control. In this setting, any differences observed in 
CD45.2+ monocytes (wt, Lyn−/−, or Lynup), but not CD45.1+ 
monocytes (wt) could be attributed to a cell-intrinsic role 
for LYN, whereas changes in CD45.1+ monocytes would 
be a result of cell-extrinsic factors.

Analysis of monocyte populations in the mixed BM 
chimeric mice showed that monocytes derived from 
CD45.2+ BM (wt, Lyn−/−, or Lynup) exhibited phenotypes 
consistent with monocytes in naïve wt, Lyn−/−, and Lynup 
mice, including an increased proportion of pMos within 
the Lyn−/− monocyte compartment in blood, BM, and 
spleen (Figure 5C). Importantly, mice transplanted with 
Lyn−/− CD45.2+ BM had a significant increase in CD45.2+ 

Figure 3 Continued. The heatmap is colored based on signal intensity of the indicated markers. Min-max normalization was used on a per 
marker basis. C, Pie charts showing Lyn+/+ and Lyn−/− monocyte ACCENSE cluster frequency. Clusters are grouped into patrolling monocytes 
(pMo; blue), intermediate monocytes (intMo; green), and cMos (red). D, Contour plots for the t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding 
(t-SNE) coordinates of the Lyn+/+ and Lyn−/− monocytes. The plots are colored using the monocyte cell density, and solid lines indicate the 3 
major monocyte subsets. E, Heatmap showing relative signal intensities of the indicated cell surface and phosphoprotein/signaling markers 
among Lyn+/+ and Lyn−/− monocyte ACCENSE clusters. Min-max normalization was used on a per marker basis. F, Heatmap showing the log2 
transformed frequency and (G) the absolute numbers for each Lyn+/+ and Lyn−/− monocyte ACCENSE cluster. For E, * indicates statistical 
significance using SAM unpaired test (q<0.01). For F and G, * indicates statistical significance using unpaired t test (P<0.05). FcgRIV indicates 
low-affinity immunoglobulin gamma Fc region receptor IV; IκBα, NFκB inhibitor alpha; MHC II, major histocompatibility complex class II; pERK1/2, 
phospho-extracellular–related kinase 1/2; pSTAT, phospho-signal transducer and activator of transcription; pTyr, phospho-tyrosine; and Sca-1, 
stem cell antigen 1.
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Figure 4. LYN-deficiency impacts monocyte gene expression profiles.
A, Single-cell transcriptomes of blood leukocytes were analyzed, and the indicated immune cell subsets were identified based on gene expression 
patterns. Black dotted line designates monocytes. B, viSNE plots are colored according to the expression of each gene. Grey and purple indicate 
maximum and minimum expression, respectively. C, Monocytes were reclustered based on gene expression and annotated as conventional monocytes 
(cMos) or patrolling monocytes (pMos). Left, The percent of each subset (cMo or pMo) within total monocytes is shown. Right, Lyn expression by wt 
and Lyn−/− monocytes is shown. Grey and purple indicate maximum and minimum expression, respectively. D, F, and G, Volcano plots depicting the 
average log fold change (avg_logFC) vs the –log10 P-value. The indicated genes were annotated based on their Biomart molecular function attribute for 
transcription factor activity (transcription) and the biological process attribute for negative regulator of apoptosis (anti-apoptotic). Blue and red indicate 
significantly upregulated and down regulated genes, respectively, identified using Wilcoxon ranked sum test and a threshold of absolute average log fold 
change (avg_logFC) >0.3 and FDR corrected P value (P_val_adj) <0.05. Dashed black lines indicate the threshold cutoffs. E, H, and I, Violin plots of 
select genes are shown. All the genes are differentially expressed in H and I except for Csf1r as indicated by ns. Comparison of (D and E) wt (Lyn+/+) 
pMos and cMos, (F and H) wt and Lyn−/− pMos, and (G and I) wt and Lyn−/− cMos are shown. t-SNE, t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding 
algorithm
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Figure 5. LYN is expressed in all monocyte lineage cells and regulates patrolling monocyte populations in a cell-intrinsic 
manner.
A, Blood and bone marrow (BM) were harvested form naïve Lyn+/+ and Lyn−/− mice and LYN expression in (A) conventional monocytes (cMo; 
Ly6C+CD11c−) and patrolling monocytes (pMo; Ly6C−/loCD11c+), and (B) common monocyte progenitors (cMoP), macrophage dendritic cell 
progenitor (MDP), common DC progenitor (CDP), and myeloid progenitors (MP) was assessed by intracellular flow cytometry. A and C–E, 
Monocytes were identified as CD11b+CD115+Ly6G− and were gated based on FSC/SSC. B, cMoPs were identified as lineage− (CD3, CD19, 
NK1.1, Ly6G, CD11b−) Flt3−CD115+CD117+. MDPs, CDPs, and MPs were identified as lineage− (CD3, CD19, NK1.1, Ly6G, CD11b, CD11c, 
MHC II, Ter119, CD127) Flt3+ and were distinguished as CD117+CD115+, CD117−CD115+, CD117+CD115−, respectively. C–E, Monocyte 
populations were assessed in radiation-chimeric mice 8 wk after reconstitution with a mixture of 50% Lyn+/+ (CD45.1+) and 50% Lyn+/+, Lyn−/− or 
Lynup (CD45.2+) BM. C, Ratios of pMo/cMo and total numbers of (D) cMo and (E) pMo per organ or μl of blood are shown. A–B, Representative 
data of 2 independent experiments are shown. C–E, Representative data of 2 independent experiments for Lyn+/+ and Lyn−/− and an independent 
experiment for Lynup mice are shown, n=4–5/group. Statistical significance was assessed using an unpaired Student t test. Data are mean±SEM.
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pMo numbers in BM and spleen and a trend towards 
increased CD45.2+ pMos in blood, compared with mice 
transplanted with wt CD45.2+ BM. Similar to the naïve 
Lynup mice, there was a trend towards decreased Lynup 
CD45.2+ pMos in blood compared with CD45.2+ wt con-
trols (Figure 5E). No major differences in CD45.2+ Lyn−/− 
cMo numbers were observed in mice transplanted with 
Lyn−/− BM; however, there were more splenic CD45.2+ 
cMos in the Lynup group (Figure 5D).

To further investigate whether LYN’s role in regulat-
ing monocyte subsets was cell-intrinsic, we examined the 
CD45.1+ monocytes in the same chimeric mice. CD45.1+ 
monocytes all express wt LYN, however, the groups differ 
in that they share their environment with wt, Lyn−/−, or Lynup 
immune cells. No difference in CD45.1+ (wt) pMo numbers 
was observed in the presence or absence of Lyn−/− hemato-
poietic cells indicating that the pMo expansion observed in 
Lyn−/− CD45.2+ cells was due to a cell-intrinsic role of LYN 
(Figure VIA in the Data Supplement). However, the pres-
ence of Lyn−/− hematopoietic cells resulted in a significant 
increase in proportion and number of wt (CD45.1+) cMos in 
blood and BM (Figure VIB and VIC in the Data Supplement). 
Lynup hematopoietic cells had no impact on the proportion 
or total numbers of wt (CD45.1+) cMos or pMos in any of 
the tissues analyzed (Figure VIA through VIC in the Data 
Supplement). Together, these data suggest that LYN acts as 
a cell-autonomous negative regulator of pMos.

To further assess whether LYN in nonhematopoietic 
cells could regulate monocytes in vivo, wt, Lyn−/−, and 
Lynup mice (CD45.2+), were lethally irradiated and trans-
planted with wt (CD45.1+) BM. Blood, BM, and splenic 
monocytes were then analyzed by flow cytometry, and 
no differences in monocyte composition were observed 
(Figure VIE through VIG in the Data Supplement). Overall, 
we conclude that although LYN is expressed in various 
cell types that could influence monocyte homeostasis, 
LYN primarily regulates monocyte populations through 
cell-intrinsic mechanisms.

LYN Is a Negative Regulator of CSF-1-Induced 
Monocyte Development and Survival In Vitro
Given the cell-autonomous role for LYN in regulating 
pMos in vivo, the elevated expression of CSF-1R (CD115) 
on circulating Lyn−/− pMos (Figure 3E), the dependence of 
pMo homeostasis on CSF-1,5 and previous studies defin-
ing LYN as a negative regulator of CSF-1R signaling in 
BM-derived macrophages,57,58 we hypothesized that LYN 
may negatively regulate pMo populations by inhibiting 
responses to CSF-1. To begin to address this, we devel-
oped an in vitro culture system to generate BM-derived 
monocytes (BM-Mo). BM was grown in culture for 7 to 
9 days under nonadherent conditions with media supple-
mented with CSF-1. Analysis by flow cytometry indicated 
that the cells were phenotypically similar to pMos in vivo. 
More than 90% of the cells co-expressed CD11b and 

CD115 (CSF-1R), and, of those, 95% expressed CD11c 
and CD274, and lacked expression of Ly6C and CD62L 
(Figure 6A). Consistent with previous studies of LYN in BM-
macrophages,46,47 Lyn−/− BM cultures produced increased 
BM-Mo numbers compared with wt (Figure 6B). Since 
LYN and SFKs have been identified as negative regula-
tors of CSF-1R induced survival pathways,57,58 we ques-
tioned whether Lyn−/− BM-Mos had increased survival in 
limiting concentrations of CSF-1. Wt and Lyn−/− BM-Mos 
were collected after 7 days of culture, and equal numbers 
of cells were plated in varying concentrations of CSF-1. 
Cell survival was then assessed by counting viable cells 
after 2 and 5 days of culture. Significantly more Lyn−/− BM-
Mos were recovered at both times, when cultured with 10 
and 2 ng/mL of CSF-1 (Figure 6C). Together, these data 
support the role for LYN as a negative regulator of CSF-
1-dependent monocyte development and survival.

LYN Regulates pMo Population Dynamics and 
Expression of CSF-1R In Vivo
CSF-1 plays an important role in mediating monocyte 
homeostasis and is thought to regulate the circulating half-
life of pMos in vivo.5 CyTOF analysis of CSF-1R (CD115) 
expression on circulating wt and Lyn−/− monocytes (Fig-
ure 3E) revealed higher CSF-1R expression on Lyn−/− 
monocytes. Analysis of blood, BM, and splenic monocyte 
CSF-1R (CD115) levels by flow cytometry confirmed that 
Lyn−/− pMos and cMos expressed significantly higher levels 
of CSF-1R in all of these tissues (Figure 6D). Given the 
increased numbers of pMos observed in Lyn−/− mice and 
the established role of CSF-1 in regulating monocyte sur-
vival in vivo, we questioned whether LYN regulates mono-
cyte circulating half-life. Wt and Lyn−/− mice were treated 
with fluorescent (DiI) lipid nanoparticles, which uniformly 
label phagocytic cells including monocytes, and the pres-
ence of DiI+ circulating monocytes was assessed over time 
by flow cytometry. Almost 100% of monocytes were DiI+ 
up to 3 days following DiI-lipid nanoparticle injection (Fig-
ure 6E and 6F). After 5 days, ≈45% of wt cMos were DiI+, 
while DiI+ cMos were absent by day 8, consistent with the 
short circulating half-life of cMos.5 Lyn−/− cMos had a slight 
increase in turnover with only ≈20% DiI+ cMos by day 5 
(Figure 6E). By contrast, Lyn−/− pMos had a significantly 
longer circulating half-life (5.3 days) than wt pMos (2.7 
days) with almost 30% of Lyn−/− pMos remaining DiI+ 18 
days after labeling (Figure 6F).

To extend this analysis, we used a bromodeoxyuri-
dine (BrdU) labeling approach, where BrdU is incor-
porated into the DNA of dividing progenitor cells, and 
is inherited by newly developed cMos, which then dif-
ferentiate into BrdU+ pMos. Consistent with results by 
Yona et al,5 the majority of cMos were BrdU+ 2 days 
post treatment, with BrdU lost by day 6 (Figure 6G). 
By contrast, pMos remained mostly BrdU−, with a peak 
of ≈12% BrdU+ at day 4 post-injection in wt pMos, 
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consistent with their significantly longer circulating 
half-life compared with cMos.5,59 No differences in 
BrdU incorporation kinetics were observed in cMo 
populations between wt and Lyn−/− mice. Interestingly, 
Lyn−/− pMos exhibited a significant reduction in BrdU 

incorporation compared with wt, suggesting a slower 
rate of turnover of these cells (Figure 6G). Together, 
these data identify LYN as a negative regulator of cir-
culating pMo half-life and monocyte CSF-1R expres-
sion in vivo.

Figure 6. LYN negatively regulates monocyte development in response to CSF-1 (colony stimulating factor-1) in vitro and 
regulates circulating patrolling monocyte (pMo) half-life.
A–C, Bone marrow-derived monocytes (BM-Mo) were grown in vitro. A, Cell subsets were analyzed by flow cytometry on day 7. Representative 
plots are shown, and numbers indicate frequency of gated populations. B, Total number of cells per well on day 7 are shown. C, After 7 days in 
culture, equal numbers of cells were replated with the indicated concentrations of CSF-1. The number of live cells per well was assessed 2 and 5 
days later. D, Blood, BM, and spleen were collected from naïve Lyn+/+ and Lyn−/− mice and CD115 surface expression on conventional monocytes 
(cMos; Ly6C+CD62L+) and pMos (Ly6C−/loCD62L−) was assessed by flow cytometry. Graphs represent geometric mean fluorescent intensity 
(MFI) for the indicated Mo subsets. E–G, Lyn+/+ and Lyn−/− mice were treated with (E–F) DiI-lipid nanoparticle (LNP) or (G) BrdU. Presence of 
DiI+ or BrdU+ blood monocyte populations were assessed by flow cytometry at the indicated time points. Representative plots are shown for cMo 
(CD115+Ly6C+CD11c−) and pMo (CD115+Ly6C−/loCD11c+) and numbers indicate frequency of DiI+ cells. Graphs represent frequency of DiI+ or 
BrdU+ cMo and pMo over time. A–C, Representative data from at least 3 independent experiments are shown, (B) n=4/group, (C) n=3/group. D, 
Representative data from 3 independent experiments are shown, n=6/group. E–G, Representative data from 2 independent experiments for each 
treatment type are shown, n=5–6/group. Statistical significance was assessed using an unpaired Student t test. Data are mean±SEM.
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Lyn Deficiency Is Protective in the Ldlr−/− High-
Fat Diet Model of Atherosclerosis
Monocytes play a central role in the development and 
progression of atherosclerosis,37–39 and recent studies 
have shown that mice lacking pMos develop more severe 
atherosclerosis.23,24,60 Given the significantly increased 
numbers of pMos in Lyn-deficient mice, we questioned 
whether Lyn−/− mice might be protected from athero-
sclerosis. We first addressed whether Lyn−/− mice had an 
altered aortic monocyte compartment. Aortas were har-
vested from naïve wt and Lyn−/− mice and F4/80+ cells 
(includes monocytes and macrophages) were assessed 
by flow cytometry. Aortic cMos/cMo-derived cells (herein 
referred to as cMos) were defined as Ly6C+FcγRIV−, and 
pMos/pMo-derived cells (pMos) were Ly6C−FcγRIV+. 
Consistent with these phenotypes, pMos but not cMos, 
exhibited high Nur77 expression (using reporter mice 
expressing enhanced green fluorecent protein [EGFP] 
under the Nur77 promoter [Nur77EGFP]) and were 
CD11c+ (Figure 7A). Lyn−/− mice had significantly more 
(≈4-fold) aortic pMos than wt mice, with no difference in 
cMo populations (Figure 7B). Consistent with the single 
cell RNA-sequencing data (Figure 4F and 4H), Lyn−/− 
pMos in blood and spleen had a significant increase in 
Nur77-EGFP reporter expression compared with their 
wt counterparts; however, no difference in Nur77-EGFP 

expression was observed between wt and Lyn−/− cMos 
(Figure 7C).

We reasoned that functional differences in Lyn−/− 
monocytes might affect their numbers in circulation and 
propensity to adhere to the vasculature and contribute to 
the development and progression of atherosclerosis. To 
test monocyte adhesion, wt and Lyn−/− blood leukocytes 
were incubated on b.END3 endothelial cell monolayers, 
and the proportion of adherent and nonadherent cells 
were assessed by flow cytometry. Loss of LYN had no 
impact on adhesion of cMos or pMos, as similar propor-
tions of wt and Lyn−/− monocytes adhered to endothelial 
cells (Figure 7D). Thus, we did not detect a difference in 
the intrinsic adhesion of Lyn−/− pMos that might explain 
their greater circulatory or aorta-associated numbers.

We next tested the uptake of oxLDL (oxidized low-
density lipoprotein) by monocytes as this is a key driver 
in the development of atherosclerosis. Wt and Lyn−/− 
monocytes were incubated with fluorescently labelled 
oxLDL, and its binding/uptake was assessed by flow 
cytometry. We found that cMos had an increased capac-
ity to take-up oxLDL as compared with pMos, but the 
loss of LYN did not affect the levels of oxLDL in either 
subset (Figure 7E).

Finally, to determine the impact that increased num-
bers of pMos might have on susceptibility to athero-
sclerosis, we used the Ldlr−/− high-fat diet model of 

Figure 7. Lyn deficiency leads to an increase in aortic patrolling monocytes (pMos) and does not impair pMo function.
A–B, Aortas were harvested from naïve (A) Nur77EGFP (n=6), (B) Lyn+/+ and Lyn−/− mice (n=5) and conventional monocytes (cMos) and pMos 
were assessed by flow cytometry according to the indicated gating strategy. Cells were first gated on live CD45+ cells. C, Blood and spleen were 
harvested from Nur77EGFP wt and Nur77EGFP Lyn−/− mice and expression of Nur77 (EGFP) was assessed in cMos and pMos by flow cytometry 
(n=5). D, White blood cells from Lyn+/+ (n=3) and Lyn−/− (n=3) were incubated on a confluent layer of murine endothelial cells for the indicated 
times. Percent adhesion indicates the proportion of monocytes in the adherent fraction relative to total. E, White blood cells from naïve Lyn+/+ 
or Lyn−/− mice were incubated with fluorescent oxLDL (oxidized low-density lipoprotein). Uptake of oxLDL by cMos and pMos was assessed at 
the indicated times by flow cytometry (n=3). Representative data from (D) 3 or (A, C, and E) 2 independent experiments is shown. Statistical 
significance was assessed using an unpaired Student t test. Data are mean±SEM.
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atherosclerosis.37,61 Lyn deficiency in the innate immune 
system was achieved by generating mixed BM chimeric 
mice in Ldlr−/− hosts, in an effort to eliminate the poten-
tial impact of Lyn-deficient adaptive immune cells (eg, 
B cells). Ldlr−/− (CD45.2+) recipients were injected with 
a mixture of 10% wt (CD45.1+) BM together with 90% 
either Rag1−/− or Rag1−/−Lyn−/− BM (CD45.2+, cannot pro-
duce B or T cells), and atherosclerosis was induced in 
chimeric mice by providing a high-fat diet for 8.5 weeks 
(Figure 8A). The resulting chimeric mice lacked low-den-
sity lipoprotein receptor expression in nonhematopoietic 
cells and possessed wt CD45.1+ adaptive immune cells. 

By contrast, the majority (≈90%) of innate immune cells, 
including monocytes, were derived from Rag1−/− BM and 
were, therefore, either wt or Lyn-deficient and could be 
distinguished from wt-derived immune cells by the con-
genic marker CD45.2. Chimerism was assessed by flow 
cytometry and innate immune cells were ≈90% CD45.2+ 
(Figure 8B). Furthermore, B cells were ≈95% CD45.1+, 
indicating successful chimerism, and T cells were ≈70% 
CD45.1+, consistent with the radio-resistant nature of 
some T cells and their progenitors.62–64

Mice were weighed twice weekly on the high-fat diet, 
and, after an initial drop in weight, all mice steadily gained 

Figure 8. Lyn deficiency diminishes high-fat diet–induced atherosclerosis in Ldlr−/− mice.
Lethally irradiated Ldlr−/− mice were transplanted with 10% Lyn+/+ (CD45.1+) bone marrow (BM) as a source of wt adaptive immune cells 
together with 90% Rag1−/− or Rag1−/−Lyn−/− (CD45.2+) BM to reconstitute the innate immune compartment with either Lyn+/+ or Lyn−/− BM-
derived cells. Six weeks later mice were given a high-fat diet to induce atherosclerosis and 8.5 wk later blood, BM, spleen, and heart/aortic root 
were harvested. A, A schematic representation of the experimental protocol. B, Chimerism was confirmed in blood cells by flow cytometry. Graph 
represents frequency of CD45.1+ and CD45.2+ cells within conventional monocytes (cMo; CD11b+CD115+Ly6C+CD62L+), patrolling monocyte 
(pMo; CD11b+CD115+Ly6C−CD62L−), dendritic cells (DC; CD11chiMHC II+), neutrophils (CD11b+Gr1hi), T cells (CD3+CD19−), and B cells 
(CD19+CD3−). C, Mice were weighed twice weekly during high-fat diet treatment. D, Aortic roots were cross-sectioned and stained with Oil Red 
O to visualize atherosclerotic plaques, and (E) Plaque area was quantified. F, Serum lipid levels (total cholesterol, LDL-C [low-density lipoprotein 
cholesterol] and HDL-C [high-density lipoprotein cholesterol]) were measured at the experimental end point. G, CD45.2+ and H, CD45.1+ cMo 
and pMo in blood, BM, and spleen were assessed by flow cytometry. Graphs represent ratio of pMo/cMo. For F, data from an independent 
experiment is shown, and for the rest, representative data from 2 independent experiments is shown, n=6–9/group. Statistical significance was 
assessed using an unpaired Student t test. Data are mean±SEM. MHC II indicates major histocompatibility complex class II.
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weight (Figure 8C). Atherosclerotic plaque area in the 
aortic root was quantified using Oil Red O staining. Mice 
reconstituted with Lyn−/− BM had significantly reduced 
plaque area compared with their wt counterparts, indi-
cating that loss of LYN in innate immune cells protects 
Ldlr−/− mice from high-fat diet–induced atherosclerosis 
(Figure 8D and 8E). Serum from Lyn−/− chimeric mice 
had significantly lower levels of total cholesterol at the 
experimental end point, with a trend of decreased LDL 
cholesterol, and no differences in HDL-cholesterol (Fig-
ure 8F). Protection from atherosclerosis in Lyn−/− chi-
meric mice correlated with increased proportions of 
Lyn−/− pMos within the monocyte compartment in blood, 
BM, and spleen (Figure 8G). Furthermore, consistent 
with mixed BM chimeras in a nonatherogenic setting 
(Figure 5 and Figure VI in the Data Supplement), these 
changes were cell-intrinsic as wt (CD45.1+) monocytes 
in the same recipient mice did not exhibit differences in 
monocyte subset composition (Figure 8H). Overall, these 
data demonstrate that loss of LYN in innate immune cells 
acts to antagonize atherosclerosis, a phenotype associ-
ated with increased systemic and aorta-associated pMos.

DISCUSSION
The LYN tyrosine kinase is a well-established nega-
tive regulator of myeloid cell development and func-
tion46–49,65,66; however, the role of LYN in Mo subset 
development has not been investigated. The study pre-
sented here identifies a novel role for LYN as a negative 
regulator of pMo homeostasis and provides important 
clarification regarding LYN’s role in monocytes. Previous 
studies that identified increased monocyte numbers in 
Lyn−/− mice were performed before the discovery of pMos 
as a unique monocyte subset.46,47 Therefore, the increase 
in monocytes in Lyn−/− mice was assumed to be an 
increase in cMo numbers. However, here we show that, 
except for increased splenic cMos in aged Lyn−/− mice, 
Lyn deficiency in monocytes does not lead to increased 
cMos, but instead results in a significant increase in pMos 
in blood, BM, spleen, and aorta. This increase in pMos in 
Lyn−/− mice is independent of myeloproliferative disease 
and the adaptive immune system, suggesting a steady-
state role for LYN in regulating pMo population size. We 
did not observe differences in BM progenitor numbers, 
but spleens from young and aged Lyn−/− mice had a sig-
nificant expansion of cMoPs, indicating extramedullary 
monopoiesis might contribute to systemic pMo expan-
sion in these mice. This is consistent with previous stud-
ies showing increased splenic progenitors with myeloid 
differentiation capacity in Lyn−/− mice.46,47,65 Although 
cMos have been identified as obligate precursors to 
pMos in blood, whether pMos can develop directly from 
BM or splenic precursors remains unclear.2,5 An investi-
gation of the role of splenic cMoPs in the development 

of pMos might provide valuable insight into pMo biology 
and, given the increase in extramedullary myelopoiesis 
and cMoPs in Lyn−/− mice, these mice could be a useful 
model to study this process.

LYN may also regulate pMo populations by limiting their 
survival as Lyn−/− pMos were found to have almost double 
the circulating half-life as their wt counterparts. This was 
supported by upregulation of number of genes encoding 
negative regulators of apoptosis in Lyn−/− pMos compared 
with their wt counterparts. The molecular mechanisms 
regulating pMo development and survival are still largely 
unclear, however, Nur77, C/EBPβ, and CSF1-R signal-
ing have all been identified as important regulators of 
pMo differentiation and survival.8,11,34 The data presented 
here suggest that LYN may play an important regulatory 
role in these pathways, including as a negative regula-
tor of Nr4a1 (encodes Nur77) expression. C/EBPβ was 
recently shown to be a key regulator of pMo biology, by 
regulating their survival and by promoting their differen-
tiation from cMo precursors.11,33 The transcriptional data 
presented here revealed a possible role for LYN in regulat-
ing C/EBPβ activity throughout the monocyte lineage as 
a number of C/EBPβ regulated genes, including Nr4a111, 
were upregulated in Lyn−/− cMos and pMos compared with 
their wt counterparts. Interestingly, C/EBPβ regulates 
expression of both Nr4a1 and Csf1r in monocytes further 
highlighting its importance as a key regulator of monocyte 
biology.11,33 LYN’s role in regulating C/EBPβ activity in 
monocytes, therefore, warrants further investigation.

Although we did not observe differences in Csf1r 
expression in Lyn−/− monocytes, CSF-1R (CD115) was 
significantly upregulated on the surface of Lyn-deficient 
cMos and pMos. Surface CSF-1R expression is regulated 
by a variety of post-transcriptional mechanisms including 
ligand binding-induced receptor internalization, and our 
data suggest LYN plays a role in one or more of these 
mechanisms. In line with this, LYN and SFKs have been 
implicated in CSF-1R signaling in at least 2 recent stud-
ies. Baran et al,57 found that LYN negatively regulates 
CSF-1R signaling in BM-macrophages by promoting 
activity of the inhibitory phosphatase SHIP-1 (Src homol-
ogy 2 domain containing inositol polyphosphate 5-phos-
phatase 1). Another study found that SFK binding to the 
juxtamembrane domain of CSF-1R resulted in receptor 
internalization and degradation in response to ligand 
binding.58 Consistent with a role for LYN as a negative 
regulator of monocyte survival downstream of CSF-1R 
signaling, we found that Lyn−/− BM-derived monocytes 
had increased survival in limiting CSF-1 concentrations in 
vitro. Furthermore, the increased CSF-1R (CD115) sur-
face expression on Lyn−/− monocytes is consistent with 
SFK driven receptor internalization and degradation and 
could result in prolonged or increased CSF-1R signaling 
in Lyn−/− monocytes. Interestingly, although Lyn−/− cMos 
also exhibited higher CSF-1R expression, no major dif-
ferences in Lyn−/− cMo population turnover was observed. 
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Therefore, while LYN-mediated regulation of CSF-1R 
signaling may alter pMo populations, it does not seem 
to have a profound effect on cMos. This is consistent 
with increased reliance on CSF-1R signaling in pMos 
versus cMos.67 Although, cMos require CSF-1R signaling 
for their development, as evidenced by substantial loss 
of monocytes in CSF-1 and CSF-1R deficient mice,68,69 
prolonged neutralization of the receptor does not result 
in a loss of cMos, while it dramatically affects pMos.67 
Therefore, if LYN acts to inhibit CSF-1R signaling, it is 
not surprising that the phenotype manifests more dra-
matically in pMo numbers.

Here, we used CyTOF coupled with ACCENSE to 
characterize circulatory monocyte phenotype, subset 
heterogeneity, and signaling properties. This deep phe-
notyping approach allowed us to decipher the heteroge-
neity in surface marker expression profiles and signaling 
patterns in monocytes at steady state and in the context 
of Lyn deficiency. Importantly, this approach revealed 
very distinct phosphoprotein signaling signatures distin-
guishing cMos from pMos. For example, pMos were pTyrhi 
pSTAT3low while cMos displayed the reverse characteris-
tics. We found that LYN acts as a negative regulator of 
pMo numbers across the range of phenotypic clusters, 
with loss of LYN resulting in a failure to acquire wt lev-
els of pTyr and pSTAT1 in pMos. These results clearly 
show that LYN is a key tyrosine kinase controlling pMo 
signaling patterns. Consistent with a role for LYN as a 
key regulator of numerous signal transduction pathways 
regulating monocyte biology, numerous transcription fac-
tors were differentially expressed in the absence of LYN. 
Mass spectrometry based phospho-proteomic analyses 
of wt and Lyn−/− pMos will be crucial for identifying tar-
gets of LYN kinase activity in pMos and determining how 
changes in these signaling pathways regulate pMo gene 
expression patterns as well as their number and lifespan.

Conventional monocytes are well-established drivers 
of atherosclerosis in humans whereas numerous experi-
mental models of disease have shown that loss of pMos 
exacerbates atherosclerosis.23,60,70 However, relatively lit-
tle is known about how SFKs regulate these processes. 
Although numerous members of the SFK family are 
expressed throughout the innate immune system, Fgr, 
Hck, and Lyn are thought to be the 3 major SFKs active 
in monocytes and macrophages.71 A recent study by 
Medina et al72 investigated the role of HCK (hemopoietic 
cell kinase) and FGR (feline Gardner-Rasheed sarcoma 
viral oncogene homolog) in monocytes and atheroscle-
rosis. In this study, deficiency of both HCK (hemopoietic 
cell kinase) and FGR (feline Gardner-Rasheed sar-
coma viral oncogene homolog) in immune cells led to a 
decrease in plaque size but with less stable plaques, in 
association with decreased monocyte recruitment. Inter-
estingly, no changes in number of pMos or cMos in blood 
or BM were noted, although an increased ratio of cMos/
pMos was observed in blood. Here, we found increased 

pMo numbers in blood, BM, spleen, and aortas and a 
profound skewing towards pMos within total monocyte 
populations. Taken together, these studies suggest that 
LYN is unique within the SFK family as a negative regu-
lator of pMos. This is consistent with its distinction as 
an important negative regulator of signaling, compared 
with the other SFKs which more typically act as posi-
tive regulators of signal transduction.46 However, further 
investigation into the role of other SFKs in regulating 
pMos and atherosclerosis is needed. Here, we examined 
how loss of LYN and increased pMo numbers affected 
the Ldlr−/− high-fat diet mouse model of atherosclerosis,73 
and found that Lyn deficiency in innate immune cells and 
increased pMo numbers were associated with reduced 
disease severity. Further studies are required to deter-
mine to what extent LYN-mediated changes in pMos ver-
sus other innate immune cells play a role in protection 
against atherosclerosis.

Marcovecchio et al60 recently showed that recogni-
tion of oxLDL by the scavenger receptor CD36 on pMos 
led to increased patrolling of the vasculature in vivo in 
an SFK-dependent manner. Interestingly, Lyn has been 
found to be in complex with CD36 in macrophages 
and is activated in response to oxLDL. In these studies, 
CD36 signaling in response to oxLDL was SFK depen-
dent; however, Lyn’s specific role in this was unclear.74,75 
In addition, pMos from mice on a high-fat diet have 
an increase in active SFKs, further supporting a role 
for SFKs, including LYN, in pMos in atherosclerosis.60 
Here, we showed that loss of LYN increases pMos and 
aorta-associated pMos. This suggests that LYN nega-
tively regulates pMos and its loss may promote signal-
ing downstream of scavenger receptors such as CD36 
leading to increased vascular patrolling. Further studies 
investigating LYN’s role in regulating pMo function and 
signaling in the context of atherogenic stimuli, such as 
oxLDL, together with in vivo imaging modalities, should 
provide further insight into LYN’s role in regulating pMo 
and monocyte-derived macrophages in atherosclerosis.

Interestingly, other studies that have linked pMos to 
protection from atherosclerosis used Nur77-deficient 
BM-chimeras or mice, which have a severely impaired 
pMo compartment.8,23,24 In these studies, mice lack-
ing Nur77 developed more severe disease, which was 
linked to an impaired M2, and enhanced M1 macro-
phage phenotype.23,24 Within sites of atherogenesis, 
M1 macrophage responses are thought to contribute 
to pathological inflammation, whereas M2 responses 
may be protective.37,70 Lyn−/− macrophages are M2 
skewed,76 therefore, loss of LYN in myeloid cells might 
inhibit atherosclerosis by not only facilitating the 
expansion of pMos but also by promoting a regulatory 
macrophage phenotype.

Altered mononuclear phagocyte landscapes are also 
a feature of human atherosclerosis plaques.77,78 However, 
in a human setting, combined genetic polymorphisms 
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rather than a single mutation (such as Lyn total knock-
out) are more likely to underlie differences in mono-
cyte biology and atherosclerosis susceptibility/severity. 
Importantly, loss of a single Lyn allele (Lyn+/−) was suf-
ficient to induce increased pMos in blood, which supports 
the idea that Lyn-mediated control of pMo populations 
may have relevance to polygenic human diseases where 
more subtle changes in Lyn activity/expression and com-
bined regulatory pathway perturbations may impact dis-
ease cause. As LYN is expressed in human monocytes 
and macrophages,74,79 the data presented here provide a 
strong rationale for investigating LYN as a potential novel 
target for treatment of atherosclerosis in humans.

Overall, our data clearly show that key signaling pat-
terns distinguish cMos and pMos and that LYN is a 
key regulator of pMo homeostasis, signaling, and gene 
expression with the potential to impact blood vessel-
associated disease. Given the recently identified role of 
pMos in antagonizing lung metastasis25 it will be interest-
ing to investigate whether loss of LYN, and the associ-
ated increase in circulatory pMos, impacts tumour growth 
or spread. Importantly, kinase inhibitors that target LYN 
are currently in use in the clinic, and their clinical utility 
could be expanded for use in diseases where increasing 
pMo numbers would provide a therapeutic benefit.
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